The origins of the Grand Conspiracy now destroying our world
Email 30 June 2020

I must tell you again how important your summary of Arthur's book has been. We translated it into English in 2018 and I asked someone in the UK to post it on his site but he only posted the PDF versions. I put on it an email address for people to contact if they wanted to volunteer to translate into more languages. Then I sent it to Robert David Steele in February this year, talking about the connection between flu and EMR and he immediately posted the whole thing on his website as a web page (https://phibetaiota.net/2020/02/arthur-firstenberg-the-invisible-rainbow-a-history-of-electricity-and-life-radiation-sickness-explains-all-past-and-present-flu-outbreaks-including-wuhan-virus-and-radiation-sickness-on-cruise-shi/). Then even more people contacted me about translations and now I have about 10 or 11 languages. Someone just volunteered to do Bulgarian. This summary has really informed a huge number of people and i believe it has served to educate people and popularise Arthur's book a lot. So you did something very important there and didn't realise when you did it just how far it would go. And I spotted it originally on a Swiss website quite by "accident". I don't believe in accidents and see them as Carl Jung's synchronicities - another Swiss on the right track!

I don't know why your Swiss leaders bought into this scam, but what I do know from my research into this whole conspiracy is that a lot of people are cooperating with this because they believe that by cooperating with this evil agenda they are actually doing something good for the earth - saving the earth. So lying and scamming and killing people is all in a good cause. I have the quotations from prominent people that prove that they believe this. People like Jacques Cousteau, who opined openly in a UNESCO journal that we have to kill everyone!

“One America burdens the earth much more than twenty Bangladeshes. This is a terrible thing to say. In order to stabilize world population, we must eliminate 350,000 people per day. It is a horrible thing to say, but it's just as bad not to say it.” —Jacques Cousteau, UNESCO Courier (https://mediachecker.wordpress.com/2013/08/17/the-green-agenda-club-of-rome-club-of-budapest-club-of-madrid/ORhttps://web.archive.org/web/20200619190332/http://www.green-agenda.com/).

It's hard to believe but it's true. And then more recently people like Bruce Lipton and Gregg Braden and Lynne McTaggart and Deepak Chopra, whom people think are lovely and spiritual, have also bought into it. Again, hard to believe but I have the evidence.

I need to write an article about this but I never get time and it seems too big to explain because there is just so much there to explain. But what I see from my investigations into "Worldshift" (as I explained, a subsidiary of Club of Rome), is that Worldshift is just another name for "The Great Reset" announced now by the World Economic Forum, but the difference is that Worldshift announced publicly that they intend to smash everything: society, the family, humanity, nation states, communities, religion, etc. WEF don't tell you that. So my information on Worldshift is absolutely crucial for people to understand, especially since it gives you the direct link to depopulation through Club of Rome. I keep telling people this but it seems that no one wants to "go there" because it's too hot to handle, naming people like Bruce Lipton et al. Another proof that we are experiencing this exact Worldshift is a video just published by Spiro Skouras where he reveals who is funding Black Lives Matter to destroy the US: the entire corporate Establishment! (27.6.20 – Who Is Funding Black Lives Matter And Why? The Answer May Shock You!: https://www.activistpost.com/2020 ... And further confirmation from Robert F Kennedy last year:

Dec. 2019 - Robert F. Kennedy Jr.: Corporatism is using vaccines to turn Americans into commodities (4 mins 21 secs): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXI99hfVCFI -Teddy Roosevelt, a Republican, said that American democracy would never be destroyed by a foreign power. We're too big and we're too powerful. But he said it would be subverted by malefactors of great wealth who would undermine it from within. … And today, we are living at — what they warned us about. There's a seamless unity between CDC, EPA, HHS, FDA, the regulatory agencies and the vaccine companies. And they have turned Americans into commodities. … Our challenge now is to go out and find all the other people. People, men and women of goodwill in this
country who, if they understood what we know, would be with us 100%. We need to take back our country, our children’s health, and our democracy.

UK Column News is very good on analysing the step by step implementation of the plan in the UK. They take a careful look at the stealth engineering of Britain that has taken place over the last 20 years and especially what is going on now. Again, you can see right now that the British government is actually busy engineering the UK version of Worldshift. Especially their news from yesterday makes it crystal clear: UK Column News - 29th June 2020: https://www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-news/uk-column-news-29th-june-2020. UKCN describes the current British government as a government of occupation. And don't think that these people are radicals. Brian Gerrish is a retired British navy officer, a very normal, intelligent, sensible person, but he has been documenting all of this for at least 20 years.

Today a video was published explaining exactly what has taken place over the last 20 years since 9/11. It dates from 1983 and is an ex-Soviet propagandist who defected and was trying to educate Canadians about how societies are systematically destroyed from within: https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-conservative/2020/06/37-year-old-video-explains-everything-happening-today-great-video-3530586.html. It makes fascinating viewing as you can see how all of what we are living through has been engineered over many decades. In my view, "Worldshift", the "Evolutionary Leap" and "The Great Reset" are the same thing: a Maoist Cultural Revolution.

Something else published today that is really, really revealing is a picture of the mural at Denver airport, painted in 1994. Now, how is that possible unless it is a plan?

And now I want to give you the pièce de résistance:

This article is the product of a group of very diligent American researchers. This unravels exactly what we are living through and shows that it is a plan that goes back to the very beginning of eugenics, in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. This research connects up everything. You can demonstrate this by looking at the beginning and the end of the conspiracy. Lord Pirbright, who was a Rothschild. He was in charge of the UK patent office where Tesla had to register 53 of his patents. And the researchers allege that Marconi was a stooge of the conspirators and was given Tesla's work to pretend that he invented radio and not Tesla.

And who is behind the patents on coronavirus and behind the development of these so-called vaccines (as Catherine Austin Fitts has pointed out in an interview revealing another crucial bit of the jigsaw, we should not call them vaccines because they are not vaccines. They are an attempt to genetically modify humanity into zombies. This is such a crucial interview because she explains what the bankers mean with their programme "Go Direct" - it means stop mucking about with persuading and manipulating people, but go direct - just take over the human body and mind altogether with this CRISPR technology: https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/catherine-austin-fitts-we-are-watching-the-mother-of-all-debt-entrapments/ (58 mins) And don't think that CAF is a conspiracy theorist - she is a financial expert and was a member of George Bush senior's administration and is one of the brightest ladies on the planet.)

Another important article by Fitts: We are Watching the Mother of All Debt Entrapments: https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/catherine-austin-fitts-we-are-watching-the-mother-of-all-debt-entrapments/ (58 mins):

"As that happens, the World Economic Forum website comes out and announces the 'Great Reset', which is sort of the marketing for the non-financial people of exactly what's going on. "So, what we're seeing is a reengineering of the global financial system and governance system, the 'Just Do It' method and of course, a very important part of that is we see a lot of smart money get out of the market in the top in January, in February and then March, a push to basically use police powers created through the healthcare system, to shut down a huge part of the independent economy, globally.

"So, small business, small farms shut down across the board, throwing both the emerging markets and many small businesses into debt traps. So, we are watching the mother of all debt entrapments going on globally and that means we're in for a very radical reengineering and of course, that's what we're seeing in the US..."

I heard somewhere that banks are not going to extend credit to businesses that are not part of the "The Green New Deal" - in other words, they are going to destroy them. This is what The Great Reset is all about: destroying all independent businesses and transferring wealth and power to a central, oligarchical elite.

So to come back to the beginning and end of this conspiracy - Lord Pirbright. Who is behind the patents on coronavirus and behind the development of these so-called vaccines? The Pirbright Institute in the UK. They are connected with the Jenner Foundation, and the Jenner Foundation is connected with the Oxford group making the so-called vaccines for the UK. And the Swiss group making the vaccines in Switzerland is also connected to the Oxford group. I came across this recently but I would have to go and search again to track down that information and confirm it. So what the American research makes clear is that Lord Pirbright gifted the land where the Pirbright Institute functions, and this land is now owned by the British government (and is very close to central London and the seat of government), but nominally sold off to some entity, but is in fact used by the British military. And on that land there is also an array of antennas communicating with satellites. The research group also enigmatically indicates that Pirbright was always interested in "wireless". Again, I would have to go and reread all of this and connect the dots. One reads so much, it's hard to connect all the dots unless one writes an article and that takes a lot of time.

And while I am mentioning vaccines, yesterday i watched this interview with Dr. Andrew Kaufman, where he goes into detail with Spiro Skouras about the vaccines and this is yet another interview that turns your stomach. Because he shows you (with published scientific articles from
mainstream sources) that the vaccines are definitely about genetic alteration of humans and even explains the CRISPR technology that would ensure that the genetic alteration was permanent, through all future generations. He also mentions that they are trying to do this through GMO food.

23.6.20 - Dr. Andrew Kaufman Responds To Reuters Fact Check on COVID-19 Vaccine Genetically Modifying Humans: https://davidicke.com/2020/06/2 ... (Notes: Genetic modification of humans? Sterilisation by vaccines? No one should be subject to an experimental medical procedure under the law.)

(Another must-watch interview with Andrew Kaufman where he exposes exactly what is going on with the pandemic: 9.6.20 - The doctor who doesn't believe in covid-19 - Dr. Andrew Kaufman: https://videos.utahgunexchange.com/watch/the-doctor-that-doesn-039-t-believe-in-covid-19_xniswZ95xLGVJAY.html. This man is so well-researched and crystal clear!)

My research over the last two years has uncovered this huge jigsaw. I see it all in all its horror, but it is so big that it is hard to explain to people. But bit by bit, I uncover the different parts of this massive conspiracy. In my view, they have been carrying out this plan for the last 140 years and it even leads me to suspect that EMR was central to the plan of eugenics from the very beginning since the origins of eugenics and the EMR problem date to exactly the same time. And who was it who said that there was no problem with EMR? Sigmund Freud. So was he also part of the conspiracy? It seems far-fetched, but in the face of all this, as your mind gets opened up more and more, you have to ask these questions.

On the subject of eugenics, I draw your attention to an important paper submitted by a Swiss to the UN Human Rights Council last September: 5G and Hidden Agendas- The UN’s Betrayal of the world it was intended to serve (attached and at https://daccess-ods.un.org/TMP/7143056.39266968.html). This shows you the continuous line of eugenics running through the 20th century and involving the UN. And here I would add another connecting dot since the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute is also mentioned in that paper. This connects world EMR exposure limits to eugenics definitively. Herbert P. Schwan, ex-Nazi scientist brought into the US under Operation Paperclip, set the guidelines for exposure to electromagnetic radiation in 1953 and that exact level was reconfirmed by the Federal Communications Commission last November, despite all the research on biological effects of the last 70 years! Before being brought to the US and employed by the US Navy, where was Schwan a professor? At the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology, Human Genetics and Eugenics!

Another key article: 13.4.20 - Ernst Wolff - Coronavirus & the orchestrated financial fascist coup: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQf852vwp6E

So do I really think they are so dumb and shortsighted? No, I don't. I think the orchestrators of this plan are absolutely brilliant. The plan has been so skilfully planned and has succeeded so well, we actually have to applaud them. But unfortunately for them, the plan is carried out by their stooges, and stooges are pretty stupid. What we need to do is demonstrate that there never was any pandemic. That removes the justification for all lockdown measures and all Terminator "vaccines". That is pretty simple as the figures show it. UK Column pointed out in yesterday's news that the apparent excess mortality in the UK only started occurring right on cue when the lockdowns started (https://www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-news/uk-column-news-29th-june-2020 at 3.53). In other words, once healthcare other than "covid" was withdrawn and all deaths were recorded as "covid" no matter what the actual circumstances of death, there appears to be excess mortality:
And official figures show that there never was any pandemic. So why are we all continuing to go along with this ridiculous charade?

23.6.20 - Stanford: Median Infection Rate For Under Age 70 Is Just 0.04%, Average 0.26%: https://technocracy.news/stanford-median-infection-rate-for-under-age-70-is-just-0-04-average-0-26/

The CDC just came out with a report that should be earth-shattering to the narrative of the political class, yet it will go into the thick pile of vital data and information about the virus that is not getting out to the public. For the first time, the CDC has attempted to offer a real estimate of the overall death rate for COVID-19, and under its most likely scenario, the number is 0.26%. Officials estimate a 0.4% fatality rate among those who are symptomatic and project a 35% rate of asymptomatic cases among those infected, which drops the overall infection fatality rate (IFR) to just 0.26% — almost exactly where Stanford researchers pegged it a month ago. …

Until now, we have been ridiculed for thinking the death rate was that low, as opposed to the 3.4% estimate of the World Health Organization, which helped drive the panic and the lockdowns. Now the CDC is agreeing to the lower rate in plain ink.

Plus, ultimately we might find out that the IFR is even lower because numerous studies and hard counts of confined populations have shown a much higher percentage of asymptomatic cases. Simply adjusting for a 50% asymptomatic rate would drop their fatality rate to 0.2% — exactly the rate of fatality Dr. John Ionnidis of Stanford University projected.

More importantly, as I mentioned before, the overall death rate is meaningless because the numbers are so lopsided. Given that at least half of the deaths were in nursing homes, a back-of-the-envelope estimate would show that the infection fatality rate for non-nursing home residents would only be 0.1% or 1 in 1,000. And that includes people of all ages and all health statuses outside of nursing homes. Since nearly all of the deaths are those with comorbidities. …

I haven't mentioned here the mind control aspect. Populations have been entrained with digital technology, wireless technology, "smart"phones and television (it seems that the television standard was changed in 2012, suggesting that there may be even a new intensity to television mind control now), and, of course, HAARP, which is also an acknowledged mind control tool. So the mainstream media can put out any nonsensical meme, and it seems the more nonsensical it is, the better, and this implants itself in the minds of the public and they go mad. Leuren Moret has suggested that the genocide in Rwanda was the first test of the mind control tool to make populations enraged killers. I have no documentation on this so I can't prove it, but we do have lots of documentation on mind control, which goes right back to Operation Paperclip and the Nazis, who brought MKUltra to the US, and it has been developed ever since. And Zbigniew Brezinski was talking about mind control way back in the 1970s:
Begich: Brzezinski was really working for the big guys on the planet. His book called *Between Two Ages*, written in the early 1970s, really gets into — if you read it and if you can find it. It really reads as a forecast of what would happen technologically and economically to every major country in the world and that forecast actually became the reality. What he was talking about was the idea of manipulating human behaviour for government advantage, in other words, changing people’s emotional state, maybe even changing and manipulating thought. And so HAARP is where kind of some of this started coming out. When we initially published back in the mid 90s, since that time we’ve done a lot of work on the mind effects side of this technology. And I can say is this: HAARP is just one system that could deliver on an altering emotional states.

Begich also tells you that digitalisation has made these emotional manipulations of whole populations very easy now. We also need to bear in mind that, far from being shut down as was supposed in 2015, in actual fact there are, I have read, 40 HAARP installations across the planet. I suspect that 5G is actually HAARP gone global.

Begich: That happened a few years ago. Some new patents got released and now they’re applying them to ionospheric heaters, which made them much more potent within a smaller footprint. So the old idea that you needed kilometre by kilometre arrays – you don’t need that anymore. The digital technology and the new antenna technologies means you can do it in a very compact way. So HAARP and Tromsø today can do all of those things that were speculated on by Eastland in his original patents that required kilometres of arrays. That is not necessary. What is on the planet today will realize all of the things that Eastland projected back in the 90s when he first originated these patents.

So this is our situation:

- Our children have been programmed from birth;
- The mainstream media are totally owned and controlled by the Cabal;
- Populations are being mind-controlled and emotionally manipulated;
- The entire corporate structure is funding the dismantling of the US;
- All governments and institutions are carrying out this agenda (the Club of Rome subsidiary Club of Madrid is the political arm of the conspiracy and includes luminaries such as Gorbachev and UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres who is now pushing deindustrialisation and the Green New Deal);
- The entire Democrat party in the US is collaborating with the Great Reset/Worldshift agenda;
- "Spiritual" leaders have been co-opted into it by Deepak Chopra, who is an honorary member of Club of Budapest, subsidiary of Club of Rome, and good friends with Ervin Laszlo, its founder - Chopra promoted the Worldshift 20 Declaration in 2011 and Bruce Lipton has given presentations promoting Worldshift;
- WHO is virtually wholly owned by Bill Gates, who also wholly owns other influential organisations now advising governments;
- The Terminator "vaccines" are being pushed everywhere and many people have been persuaded that they are needed and governments are discussing making them mandatory, supported by the mainstream media across the globe;
- Agenda 21/2030 is pushed by all institutions, national and local governments and the Cabal;
- All "green" parties and NGOs have been co-opted by funding from corporates;
- 100K 5G satellites are in the planning;
- Musk’s Starlink satellites were just used in a live fire exercise with all the different parts of the US military and the collaboration will be ongoing;
- NATO declared space a domain of warfare in Decemr 2019;
- Musk’s first satellite constellation is supposed to “go live” in September 2020;
- Anyone raising concerns about wireless technology or contrary opinions about the plandemic is shut down on the Internet;
- And there is probably more that I don’t recall right now.
In other words, *Houston, we have a problem and it's gigantesque!*

I don't want to leave you on this pessimistic note, however, so I will still say that the half dozen or so of us who see this problem clearly will win. How do I assert that? I say that because already we have proved that we can win. We won the information war over 5G and alerted millions. We have won the information war over the correlation between 5G/wireless technology and "coronavirus/covid" because we all switched our efforts from 5G to "coronavirus/covid" as soon as it happened and alerted millions again.

And now I have to go into what some might consider airy fairy realms to assert this. I mean energetic and spiritual realms. Those pushing what I call cyborgisation and others call transhumanism are anti-human. Catholic Archbishop Viganò wrote to President Trump talking about the Cabal as demonic forces with unavoidable purposes possibly reaching the 1.2 billion Catholics on the planet. I see his initiative as spiritual and not in terms of organised religion.

The materialist-reductionist paradigm is a Western paradigm and therefore wields influence over only 30% of the world. I discussed this in an article last year:

- **For Sale to Lowest 5G Bidder: Planet Earth (Populations & Wildlife Optional):** https://www.globalresearch.ca/lowest-5g-bidder-planet-earth-populations-wildlife-optional/5692815

We have reason to hope that the rest of the world remains quite sane. Not only that, but they seem to have retained a sense of humour where we have lost ours. For example, the President of Tanzania had a pawpaw, a goat and a jackfruit tested for Covid and exposed the WHO scam:


And the President of Madagascar defended the Malagasy development of a natural cure for "covid" and threw out the World Health organization and called on other African nations to do the same:

- **15.5.20 – The President of Madagascar, Andry Rajoelina has called on all African Nations to quit the World Health Organization (WHO):** http://www.celesylvupdates.com/world-health-organization-who/

Russia has just banned Microsoft and Bill Gates and put him on a Security Service watchlist:

- **Putin Bans Bill Gates And Microsoft From Russia:** https://theduran.com/putin-bans-bill-gates-and-microsoft-from-russia/

The top Russian official dealing with "covid" has said it's all bullshit: https://russia-insider.com/en/its-just-flu-its-all-bs-russias-top-official-covid-doctor-admits-bombshell-inv/ri30462. He's joined by the President of Belarus who says that "covid" is greatly exaggerated and the world is going nuts:

- **President of Belarus: COVID Wildly Exaggerated, 'World Is Going Nuts', Keeps Country Operating As Normal, Advises Drinking Vodka:** https://russia-insider.com/en ...

The Russian Orthodox Church Patriarch has said that without God, family, traditions everything collapses:

- **27.6.20 – Patriarch Kirill: Without God, family, traditions, everything collapses:** http://theduran.com/patriarch-kirill ...

And Slovenia and Nigeria have adopted moratoria on 5G.

What we have on our side is our humanity and it is not to be underestimated. The perpetrators keep pushing facts and science, but on the other side of this you have the emotions and the hearts and minds of humans. People have been deliberately pushed into fear as a way of paralysing them, but beyond that we have our morphic field and we all know - individually and in the aggregate - that there is something terribly wrong, even if people cannot articulate it.

It takes time, but as this agenda becomes more obvious, more and more people will wake up to what this really is. Just one example: in California the other day children were removed from their mother by "social services" because she supposedly tested positive for Covid. So the pace and
pressure are increasing fast, but so is the flow of revelations of truth. I believe that truth will out, and our humanity and creativity will win because we will find millions of ways to oppose this. Despite the overwhelming forces ranged against us, we are still winning and that is remarkable in itself and indicative of a successful outcome.

I’ve said it before and I’ll assert it again: love is a more powerful force than hate, and we humans have love on our side. That may seem a feeble argument to those steeped in science and their precious facts, but it's love that gives us life, hope, health and connection, and it is the most potent force in the universe.